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Introduction 

SQL Server Log shipping provides an inexpensive, manual, low-maintenance disaster recovery (D/R) 

mechanism.  As with any D/R mechanism the ability to successfully recover from a primary server failure 

is directly related to the level of preparation undertaken by the organization.   

“Uses Promptos Facit.” 

The time to plan is not during an emergency.  I’ve repeated those words more times than I can count over 

the years sometimes well-received others not.  In order to protect your business from downtime it is 

imperative that the business’ disaster recovery plan be fully tested at least yearly, preferably bi-annually.  

As DBAs we don’t have to wait for the business, we can test our D/R process monthly to ensure that the 

database systems are safe, reliable, and available. 

The steps described below with the included scripts provide an easy to follow path for managing the 

failover and subsequent failback of a SQL Server instance using Log Shipping.  The process should be 

practiced until the DBA(s) are satisfied that they are able to move processing from the Primary to the 

Secondary and back again proficiently.  In my opinion if the failure is limited to the Primary SQL Server 

instance (i.e. not network, power, etc. related) then the failover to the Secondary server should be 

accomplished in under 10 minutes.  Remember, “Uses Promptos Facit”. 

Failover 

During a primary server failure there are two scenarios that should be anticipated: 1) the instance is down, 

but the primary database’s log file is available, and 2) the log file is not available.  The steps involved in 

the manual failover in both situations are documented below:  

1. Primary database log file is available 

a) Backup the tail of the transaction log with NORECOVERY 

BACKUP LOG <Database name> TO DISK = ‘<path>’ WITH NORECOVERY  

b) Then, restore the log file to the Secondary database 

RESTORE LOG <Database name> FROM DISK = ‘<path>’ WITH RECOVERY 

c) Finally, bring the Secondary database out of Recovery mode 

RESTORE DATABASE <Database name> WITH RECOVERY 
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2. Primary database log file is NOT available; therefore, the Secondary database is ready to become 

the Primary.  The Secondary is brought out of Recovery mode 

RESTORE DATABASE <Database name> WITH RECOVERY 

3. Disable all Log Shipping jobs on both the Secondary and the Primary, if accessible. 

Login Management 

The logins from the Primary database must be defined on the Secondary.  The best time to accomplish the 

login synchronization is not during an emergency; therefore, I recommend a regular Agent job to 

synchronize the logins between servers.   

Failback 

The Secondary database has become the Primary after Failover.  In order to Failback to the original 

Primary database the process is similar to the original Log Shipping configuration process.   

1. Backup the database 

2. Copy the backup to the instance 

3. Restore the backup 

4. Reconfigure Log Shipping 

 

 

 


